In this paper we define the aforesaid three f/ -spaces and study their algebraic and topological properties. We discuss their relationships with other well-known test function spaces and mention their special cases. We study the Hankel transform of test functions in these spaces and define generalized Hankel transform of generalized functions belonging to their dual spaces. We extend the Hankel transform to negative values of /x. Finally, we apply the theory thus developed to study uniqueness and existence of the Cauchy problem for the operator It is not hard to see that U Ma is sequentially complete [6] . The union of the spaces U Ma with a = 1, 1/2,.. . coincides with the space U^M.
The dual spaces of U^M^a and [/ M are denoted by £/^f l and f/^M respectively. They are also complete with respect to their weak topologies. For M(x) = x /a , 0 < a < 1, the space U M , \x e R, coincides with the space H considered by Lee [11] .
We now list some properties of the spaces U^M a , t/ M and their duals.
(i) @{I) the space of C°°-functions of compact supports on / is a subspace of U M^a (I\ and the topology of @(I) is stronger than that induced on it by U^M^a(I). Hence, the restriction of any/ e U^M a (I) to @(I) is in @\I), and convergence in U'^M a (I) implies convergence in 0'(/).
(ii) For every choice of fi and a > 0,
U^MM)
C ^)-Moreover, it is dense in <f(7) because Si(J) c U Ma (I) and <^ (7) is dense in (f(7). The topology of U^M a (I) is stronger than that induced on it by <f(7). Hence, <^'(7) can be identified with a subspace of U^M a (I). (iii) The Zemanian's space & h , b > 0, consists of all smooth complex valued functions <J > on (0, oo) such that <j>(x) = 0onZ?<;c<oo and
The strict inductive limit of â&^b is denoted by <% . Then ^ is a subspace of U^M. The topology of ^ is stronger than the topology induced on it by U^M. With the induced topology ^ is everywhere dense in U^M. The proof can be given by using the equality Finally, to show that £/ M is everywhere dense in JÇ, let X(x) be a smooth function that is equal to 1 on -oo < x < 1 and equal to 0 on 2 < x < co. Then, 
Then <j> -> 0<f> is a continuous linear mapping from U Ma into U Ma _ a .
Proof We have 
where the constants C k and b do not depend on the index v.
The space U can be regarded as a union of countably normed spaces U ' . The set of all those functions in U which satisfy the inequalities (7) \s
is denoted by U ' . This is a linear space. The topology over U^ is generated by the norms
Using the method used in [6] it can be proved that U^b is a complete, perfect, countably normed space. Evidently, the union of all countably normed spaces U ' with b = 1, 2, . . . coincides with the space U®. Therefore, a sequence {<j> v } e U is convergent to zero in Ï/ if it converges to zero in one of the spaces U ,b
. U' is also a sequentially complete space. The dual of the spaces U^b, U® are denoted by (U^b)' and (£/£)' respectively. These are also complete with respect to their weak topologies.
We now list some properties of these spaces:
c and the topology generated on u ®' b by U^c is identical to the topology of uf b . The proof can be given by using Phragmen-Lindelof theorem [18, p. 177] .
(ii) If q is an even positive integer, then U®+ q c U®; b and the topology of U®£ q is stronger than the topology induced on it by U^ .
(iii) The operation <J > -» z<j> is an isomorphism from U^b onto U^b x . Again using the theory of adjoint operators, from (ii) and (iii), we derive (iv) If q is an even positive integer, then the restriction of / G (US)' to Ua +q is in (C/" + )'; moreover, convergence in (£/,,)' implies convergence
consists of all those \p in C such that z -/x_1/ i//(z) is entire and
Then obviously ^ c f/"'*. 
Some additional properties of U^ -spaces are derived after Theorem 5.9.
The spaces U^a,
U^ M and their duals. Let M and 12 be the same functions as defined in Sections 2 and 3, and let a, b > 0. We define the test function space U^a as follows: \p is a member of t/^)^ if an d only if s~^-1/ \p(s), s = u + /f, is an even entire function and
U^M M is a linear space and the topology over this space is generated by the norms || \\ 8p . It can be seen that this is also a complete, perfect, countably normed space. The union of all countably normed spaces U^M a with a = 1, 5,... and b = 1, 2,... is the space U® M whose elements 1// satisfy the inequality
Or, in other words s~^~ ' \p(s) is even, entire and belongs to W M -space [7] . The convergence and completeness of U^^ are defined as usual.
Examples (1). The following functions are dual in the sense of Young:
with \/p + \/q = 1. The corresponding spaces are denoted by 
Hence, from (9), we derive 
The last integral is absolutely convergent because A/(x) increases faster than any power of x and ju + 1/2 ^ 0. Therefore, we can define Thus from (13) and (14) where D is a constant independent of x and 5. Hence
Now, using the Young inequality (11), we obtain Then the exponent in (16) is transformed into
Thus, we derive the estimate
where p > 0. Since the last integral is convergent, we have
This completes the proof. Differentiating formally under the integral sign we get
In view of the definition of the function ^ and boundedness of (xu)~* i~q J fJL +ixu) it follows that the last integral converges uniformly on 0 < u < oo. By induction on q it can be easily seen that <f> is smooth. 
Proof. Let

Ku) = H^x)],
where <f> e U^a.
Then using analytic continuation and differentiating under the integral sign, which is a valid procedure, we have is an isomorphism from U yL+mMa onto t/J^ for ii + m ^ -1/2. Also, from Section 3, property (hi), it follows that if, -> z~"V is an isomorphism from U + m onto L^. All these combined together prove the first part of the theorem.
To prove that H~^ is given by (20) we again use the above mentioned properties and Theorem 5.3, and see that for /x + m ^ -1/2, Now, let <j>(x) G Vn Ma . Then we can write
Integrating by parts and using the estimates of <j>(x) we see that the limit terms vanish and
(H^)(z) = -z-\H^xN^){zy
Finally, by induction we arrive at for arbitrary a and b. This space is non-trivial when
where p > 0 and / is a slow function [7] . From [7] we also conclude that all the [/^-spaces are non-trivial for 1 < p < oo. All non-trivial [/^-spaces are sufficiently rich in functions. 11. Uniqueness of a Cauchy problem. In this section we apply the theory of Hankel transform developed in the preceding sections to establish a uniqueness theorem for the abstract Cauchy problem:
where S is the Bessel differential operator studied in the preceding section and w(x, t) is an m X 1 column vector, and P is an m X m polynomial matrix with constant coefficients. A similar problem has been investigated by Gelfand and Shilov [7] and Friedman [5] for the operator P(id/dx). 
t).
A formal solution of (25)- (26) 
